Staff Directory

TERC carries out its mission through the dedication of its many talented and creative staff members, over half of whom have advanced degrees in fields such as education, mathematics, psychology, computer science, and physics.

Search our Staff Directory:

Enter a TERC staff person's name below to find their bio page:

Our Staff:

- Ada Ren
- Aderito Spinola
- Andee Rubin
- Andy Stuppard
- Angela Murphy Gardiner
- Anne Turner
- Annie Sussman
- Anushree Bopardikar
- Arusha Hollister
- Audrey Martinez-Gudapakkam
- Benjamin Gosbee
- Breda Smith
- Brian Drayton
- Cara DiMattia
- Carla McAuliffe
- Carol Lumm
- Cynthia O. Ezeani
- David Libby
- Debra Bernstein
- Donna Curry
- Eli Tucker-Raymond
- Elizabeth Rowe
- Eric Hochberg
- Erin Bardar
- Fardus Hersi
- Folashade Solomon
- Gilly Puttick
- Harvey Yazijian
- Ibrahim Dahlstrom-Hakki
- Jaclyn Parks
- Jamie Larsen
- Jana Borgen
- Jennifer Noll
- Jim Hammerman
- Jodi Asbell-Clarke
- Jonathan Pena
- Joni Falk
- Judy Storeygard
- Judy Vesel
- Juliana Estime
- Justin Loutsch
- Karen Economopoulos
- Karen Mulch-Jones
- Kathryn Hobbs
- Katie Stokinger
- Keith Cochran
- Kelly Paulson
- Kim Descoteaux
- Laurie Brennan
- Liz Lagattolla
- Lorraine Brooks
- Maria Blanton
- Maria C. Olivares
- Marlene Kliman
- Marlene Mitchell
- Martha Merson
- Megan Murray
- Mia Almeda
- Mia Ong
- Michael Cassidy
- Nuria Jaumot-Pascual
- Quang Le
- Rachel Hayes
- Rick Rater
- Ryan Dubois